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OVERVIEW OF THE INITIATIVE

History of the Initiative

A proposal for a NCGIA-sponsored initiative on GIS and Spatial Analysis was first submitted to the Scientific Policy Committee of the NCGIA on March 17, 1989. It was formally resubmitted on June 2, 1991 after being divided into separate proposals for initiatives on "GIS and Statistical Analysis" and "GIS and Spatial Modeling". The essence of the former of these two proposals was accepted and evolved into the more generic "GIS and Spatial Analysis" initiative that took place with the expectation that an initiative emphasizing spatial modeling would take place at a later date.

The objectives of the initiative are in keeping with the aims of the National Center, as identified in the original guidelines from the National Science Foundation. The solicitation for a National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis circulated by the National Science Foundation in 1987 contained as one of its four goals to

advance the theory, methods, and techniques of geographic analysis based on geographic information systems in the many disciplines involved in GIS research. (National Science Foundation, 1987, p. 2)\(^1\)

The solicitation also notes that the research program of the NCGIA should address five general problem areas, including "improved methods of spatial analysis and advances in spatial statistics."

The initial impetus for Initiative 14 is attributable at least in part to this initial call made by the National Science Foundation.

Rationale

Given that there is an increasing trend for GISs to promote their ability to assist in the analysis of spatial data, as a complement to their traditional roles as storage and display devices, it is important that the NCGIA be concerned with removing the impediments to the accurate use of spatial analysis within a GIS. Just as the widespread availability of statistical software such as SPSS in the 1960s and '70s led to abuses in spatial statistical analyses, so the availability of spatial analytical modules developed for GISs in the '90s could ultimately discredit the use of GISs for this purpose. We therefore see it as an important mission for the NCGIA to contribute to a better understanding of the role of spatial analysis within a GIS. We feel it is imperative that the NCGIA take a lead in encouraging the accurate use of spatial analytical routines within a GIS environment: there are virtually no impediments to their inaccurate use, which is really the crux of the problem.

The initiative is based on the premise that the analysis of geocoded data usually invokes special considerations not found in aspatial analysis. Examples include the sensitivity of aggregate data analysis to the definition of data reporting units, edge or boundary effects, and spatial dependency and the definition thereof. A GIS has the potential to highlight the existence of these and other problems but also to perhaps shed some light on potential solutions. The initiative is therefore centered around two general questions:

1. How can spatial analysis assist GIS?

2. How can GIS assist spatial analysis?

To give a sense of the direction in which the initiative is headed, listed below are several representative (certainly not exhaustive) specific questions given to participants prior to the Specialist Meeting:

1. What restrictions are placed on spatial analysis by the modifiable areal unit problem and how can a GIS help in better understanding this problem?

2. How can GIS assist in exploratory data analysis and in computer-intensive analytical methods such as bootstrapping and the visualization of results?

3. How can GIS assist in performing and displaying the results of various types of sensitivity analysis?

4. How can the data structures of a GIS be exploited in spatial analytical routines?

5. What are needs in terms of a user interface and language for spatial analysis performed on a GIS?

6. What are some of the problems in spatial analysis that should be conveyed to a GIS user and how should these problems be conveyed?

Another facet of the initiative conceived at an early stage was its focus on substantive applications in the social sciences. There is indeed a strong interaction between GIS and spatial analysis in the physical sciences as well (see, e.g., the abstracts of the special session organized on GIS and Spatial Analysis in Hydrologic and Climatic Modeling at the most recent annual meeting of the AAG in San Diego), but given the nature of both the division and directorate within NSF receiving the funding, and the proclivities of the participants, a specific focus on the social sciences was deemed appropriate.

Although somewhat blurred, the division between statistical analysis and spatial modeling is nonetheless convenient. The emphasis of this Initiative was on Spatial Data Analysis (SDA), implying statistical analysis, although approximately a quarter of the academic participants were spatial modelers, and one of the four working groups focused on Locational Analysis and Planning in GIS. Out of this group grew a strong vocal request for an initiative devoted solely to the issue of Spatial Modeling and GIS.

**Management Issues**

The Specialist Meeting of this initiative was held at Humphrey's Half Moon Inn in San Diego between April 15-18, 1992. The location and time were chosen to coincide with the Association of American Geographers Annual Conference. This saved considerably on NCGIA-related travel and it also meant we were able to attract a very good set of participants without offering travel expenses. All local costs were covered by the NCGIA. The superb facilities of the Half Moon Inn contributed to the success of the meeting. Approximately $2,000 was donated by the Mathematical Models Commission of the International Geographical Union towards the cost of the Specialist Meeting and we are very appreciative of this financial support.
A list of participants at the meeting is provided as an appendix to this report, as is the agenda for the meeting. Of the 40 participants, 26 were academics, the rest being from government agencies and the private sector (GIS and statistical software vendors).

SPECIALIST MEETING SUMMARY

A full paper was required of all academic participants and all complied. Papers will be selected from these, and will be edited into a book in the near future. Based on the contents of these papers, the academic participants were divided into four working groups for days 2 and 3 of the meeting:

Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS
Spatial Data Analysis and GIS
Pattern Recognition, Complexity, and Data Models
Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS

Summaries from each of these four groups are presented later in this document. Day 1 of the meeting consisted of 6 selected papers (Bailey, O'Kelly, Haining, Bracken, Openshaw, Densham) which we felt provided a good basis for further discussion at the meeting and which also provided a common ground for the participants.

Report of the Working Group on Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS

The group began by discussing the relative merits of embedding models and methods of spatial analysis directly within GIS. Such a scheme obviates the need for mastering several software packages, and has the additional advantage of increased speed. However, many techniques of spatial analysis are "cutting-edge", and are not well-known. Such techniques are less likely to be adopted by the private sector market. In these instances, it may be more desirable to link the spatial analysis and GIS systems, and let each do what it does best.

One linkage model would be to use the GIS as a server to store and dispense spatial data to separate, stand-alone spatial analysis functions. Designs such as this would be quite flexible, and would be easier to manage than single, all-encompassing packages. There was some discussion, however, of the need to improve the current GIS input-output "hooks" required for such linkages. Improved hooks would free the academic community from having many tedious programming tasks, and would allow researchers to spend more time on developing the analytical methods themselves. One specific way of improving hooks would be through the addition of an elementary matrix data structure within GIS that would allow additional analysis and display of, e.g., interaction data.

The group talked about the need for a common spatial modeling language. While such a language would provide a common mode of communication, there was no agreement within the group whether such a language should be made into a formal standard, or indeed whether it would ever be able to accommodate the broad range of spatial methods and applications that exist. It was suggested that a three-way taxonomy of spatial operations would be useful: (a) application types, (b) spatial data models/structures, and (c) spatial analysis categories.
The question of whether the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) should be adopted was addressed. There were two points of view:

(1) Yes. This is a national standard; it will be adopted by all federal agencies, and it is likely that vendors will adopt is also.

(2) No. The standard is too broad and vague. In addition, the purpose of SDTS is to exchange spatial data sets in their entirety. In contrast, the linkage between spatial analysis and GIS often requires the transfer of selected pieces of information from datasets, and the transfer of other data calculated and created from the original data. SDTS may not cover these different circumstances.

Other thoughts and points of discussion:

(1) Do specialized linkages help to disseminate methods, or do they detract from the higher goal of universal linkage and compatibility?

(2) Two alternatives for proceeding with the integration of linkages and spatial modeling languages: (a) develop a complete specification of the interface and all functionality, or (b) build small prototypes first.

On the last day of the meeting, this group argued for the development of five prototype models, each of which would be useful in furthering progress in the areas described above. The five prototypical models were chosen to focus upon a broad array of problem types. They are:

(1) time series
(2) epidemiology—to include examples making use of point patterns and K-functions
(3) routing and allocation—to have an application involving networks
(4) hydrology —to focus upon a problem with 3-D characteristics
(5) aggregation and disaggregation of areal data

Each of the prototypes would be designed to gain insights on how GIS should evolve for that particular area of analysis. Specifically, through these prototypes one would attempt to discern desirable forms of linkage, desirable data structures, whether the analysis itself is improved via the link to GIS, etc. This would be accomplished in part by including for each prototype a list of data structures required, a list of techniques required by the analysis, and by creating a taxonomy of GIS global variables, data structures and functions supporting the analysis for each data model.

**Report of the Working Group on Spatial Data Analysis and GIS**

**First Meeting - General Topics**

1. What kinds of spatial data analysis do we want to do in a GIS framework, *e.g.*, exploratory versus confirmatory analysis? Much of the subsequent discussion considered SDA as primarily exploratory although the group agreed that the distinction was blurred.

   (a) Not problematic to produce a shopping list (c.f. Bailey’s paper) but we need to consider types of data models.

   (b) Is the link to a GIS much of a problem technically? c.f papers by:

   Ding and Fotheringham

   Can
2. Is GIS an appropriate vehicle for SDA? Is it more appropriate for some types of SDA than for others?

3. What kinds of SDA can we do in a GIS framework that cannot be done without a GIS?
   (a) exploiting multiple layers (coverages) in a database
   (b) developing spatial equivalents of aspatial methods, *e.g.*, spatial principal components (Cressie)
   (c) developing multivariate equivalents of univariate methods, *e.g.*, multivariate spatial autocorrelation?
   (d) modeling relations between different classes of objects
   (e) using other than Euclidean geometries
   (f) spatial windowing to exploit power of GIS
      - computing statistics "on the fly" (in real time)
      • correlograms
      • variograms
      • k-functions
      • spatial heteroskedasticity descriptors, *e.g.*, G statistics
   (g) exploiting GIS power for sensitivity analyses
      • sensitivity of spatial autocorrelation to definition of spatial weight matrix
      • sensitivity of results to zone definition

4. Can we embed econometric and geostatistical models into a GIS framework?

5. How can we best embed space-time models in a GIS?

6. How do we ensure we don't lose sight of the geography? How do we retain our geographical knowledge in the light of masses of information being thrust upon us?

**Second Meeting - Specific Topics**

1. Produce a taxonomy of ESDA (Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis) techniques with respect to:
   • data models/structures
   • applications
   • visualization
     - exploratory plotting
     - summary statistics

2. How do we detect spatial outliers? How do we determine if an observation is sufficiently different from its "neighbors"? When does a cluster of outliers become evidence of non-stationarity?

3. How do we assess the impact of spatial outliers on inference?
4. We need increased breakdown (spatially) of global statistics, e.g.,
   - Getis' Gi statistic
   - Pocket plots
   - Variogram clouds

   These "place-specific" statistics then lend themselves much more to mapping.

5. Need research on cognitive aspects of Visual Interactive Modeling on a GIS. How do users process information on a screen? What forms of visual display are most meaningful?

6. Need to develop multivariate equivalents to univariate statistics

7. Need new ways of visualizing multivariate data and the results of multivariate analyses.

8. Exploit power of a GIS to perform data-driven sensitivity analyses, e.g., Fotheringham and Wong's work on the modifiable areal unit problem and multivariate statistical analysis. Other areas where sensitivity analysis is needed include spatial interpolation, density estimation, measurement of accessibility, spatial autocorrelation and spatial association.

9. Need research on space-time statistics
   - Continuous statistics
   - Exploratory/confirmatory
   - Monitoring in real time
   - Pattern recognition

10. Research into map transformations as a means of displaying information
    - Cartograms
    - Time-space maps

**Report of the Working Group on Pattern Recognition and Complexity**

The group on pattern recognition and complexity spent part of the first day discussing the different ways in which complexity had a bearing upon the relationship between spatial analysis and GIS. At least three different definitions of complexity were discussed:

1. Complexity in modeling—issues associated with large-scale models, and the linkages between their component parts,

2. Complexity in space-time modeling—issues associated with pattern formation and evolution in nonlinear dynamic spatial models, cellular automata, etc., and

3. Complexity emerging from the interface between spatial analysis and GIS—issues associated with large databases, and the complex linkages between spatial analysis and GIS that make it difficult to actually use GIS for spatial modeling.

There was also discussion of the importance of improving methods for pattern recognition. This included the potential for matching observed patterns to "reference sets" and the relative merits of using artificial intelligence and neural net approaches to pattern detection.

There was also discussion of the need for multimedia approaches to the representation of patterns and complexity, including interactive and animated representations.
Specific questions and ideas suggested by members of the subgroup included the following:

(1) How can GIS be configured to support simulation modeling? What data must be transferred in and out of the GIS at each iteration of a model?

(2) What measures of spatial pattern and complexity can be integrated with GIS?

(3) There is a need for measures and measurement of complexity found in GIS databases, map layers, etc.

(4) How can "flight simulator" type data modules be developed for theoretical geography?

(5) How can cartograms and GIS best be developed and integrated?

(6) Pursue further the integration of neural net and expert systems with conventional GIS.

(7) Explore the potential and current limitations of artificial neural networks for spatial modeling.

(8) How can GIS change the way that we think about specific types of modeling (e.g., modeling and visualization of flows in spatial interaction models)?

(9) Develop good links between GIS data storage and display facilities and such modeling capabilities as estimation, forecasting, and sensitivity analysis.

(10) How can artificial intelligence (neural networks, genetic algorithms, etc.) be integrated with a GIS used as a modeling environment, so that AI pattern recognition can be used interactively with the model? How can patterns like clusters be identified in real time to be then created as objects in a simulation model, as the simulation model runs?

(11) There is a need for projects detailing what a GIS environment for explanatory (as opposed to prescriptive) spatial models should look like.

(12) Evaluate the potential for modeling at the level of the individual within GIS. Capture the position and attributes of individuals, and assess the potential impediments (e.g., coping with the data, visualizing results, etc.) in constructing such systems.

(13) Assess different methods of knowledge representation and methods (e.g., fuzzy logic) to evaluate spatial hypotheses.

(14) Develop approaches to pattern recognition using the methods of mathematical morphology.

(15) Develop an interactive system for auto/cross correlation and variograms as an aid to the evaluation of local spatial correlation.

On the last day of the meeting, this group produced a list of researchable topics, synthesized in part from the above:

Potential Researchable Topics

(1) Efforts to make GIS more usable and user friendly for spatial modeling
   • development of "demonstration projects" aimed at determining
-the extent to which existing GIS can be used or adapted for spatial modeling purposes, and
-whether some new form of GIS is needed, and if so, what kind?
•investigation of the differences between model language and GIS language

These demonstration projects would be carried out at different levels of scale and aggregation—including the level of the individual, census tract, and grids of various sizes. Different model types would be used, including dynamic simulation models, cellular automata models, and systems models based on interaction. Particular focus should be given to models where there is a great deal of interaction between the submodels and the units of analysis. Examples here include the interaction between spatial interaction models, economic input-output models, econometric models, etc.

(2) Pattern recognition projects
•matching of observed spatial patterns against reference sets, using, e.g., associative memory neural nets in 3 subareas:
  -map pattern recognition
  -space pattern recognition
  -space-time pattern recognition

•development of an interactive pattern recognition module focused upon auto/cross correlation with a movable window

•develop new forms of spatial systems modeling using neural nets, machine learning, etc. in the following areas:
  -spatial response modeling
  -urban models of various kinds, and
  -transportation and flow modeling

•a suggestion was made for a workshop on complex dynamics and evolutionary systems in view of the close links between spatial complexity and the facilities of GIS

(3) Topics related to visualization and animation, e.g., the integration of multimedial information, (e.g., visual and auditive information into GIS)

(4) Investigation of the potential for, and the implications of "international analysis servers", where there would be distributed computing in analysis, making only one piece of software at one site necessary.

(5) The further development and assessment of fuzzy logic and Bayesian inference and its extensions, to evaluate spatial hypotheses, e.g., in mineral exploration.

Report of the Working Group on Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS

The discussion of this working group is presented in three parts:

1. a brief summary of the major areas in which further research is needed;
2. a list of topics for further research; and
3. an edited transcript of discussions (presented in Appendix C)

1. Major Areas for Research
1) *Exploratory model-building cycles*

- improving the way in which models are formulated. Assisting in the inductive-deductive loop.
- improving prospects for large-scale (data intensive) urban model-building.
- manipulation of spatial objects as an aid to modeling and algorithmic development.
- a drive toward operational urban models that can be manipulated by users.
- making model-building assumptions explicit. Sensitivity analysis to assist understanding of assumptions and their relaxation.
- development of dynamic modeling capabilities within GIS.

2). *Visualization of Models*

- sensitivity analysis for models.
- pedagogic developments in the spirit of Sim City.
- visualization of model results as an aid to model development.
- spatial aspects of goodness-of-fit.

3) *Scale and aggregation issues*

- Is the areal interpolation issue resolvable in a GIS?
- Diagnostic indication of possible/likely scale/aggregation effects in urban models (*e.g.*, redistricting, distance-decay effects, location-allocation solutions)

2. **Specific Topics for Further Research**

**The ‘A’ List**

1) The derivation of “applications generators”—objects of code that can be manipulated within different algorithms. An object-oriented programming approach to spatial modeling.

2) Derivation of dynamic simulations of urban processes, perhaps utilizing parallel processing architecture. Developing simulation libraries.

3) Investigation of optimization routines and data restructuring. Looking at the effects of zone variations on model outputs—sensitivity analysis with respect to scale and aggregation.

4) Finding ways to deal with conflicting reporting units for data.
The ‘B’ List

1) Exploratory modeling using operations research methodologies.

2) Coupling of location theory (e.g., von Thunen) and GIS.

3) Restructuring economic models to include space more realistically. Economic models are often technically sophisticated except in their treatment of space.

4) Looking at classification of spatial units with a GIS. For example, small area clusters of similar characteristics for marketing. Sensitivity of clustering results to scale and aggregation.

5) Developing fuzzy analytical methods.

The ‘C’ List

1) Comparing potential and actual uses of OR/GIS tools. What methods are/would be used by different institutions?

2) Allowing user-defined metrics in models. Moving away from Euclidean metrics.

3) Examining the cognitive side of GIS. What type of solutions do users want? What type of visual aids are most effective in conveying model results? How do users process different kinds of visual images? How do users process information in various circumstances, e.g., elimination by aspects versus compensatory?

SYNTHESIS

Despite a spatial database being an essential component of GIS, the explosive development of GIS within the last decade has largely taken place with little reference to the analysis of spatial data, apart from simple querying and overlaying routines. The inevitable integration of spatial analysis and GIS prompted the following two questions posed at the beginning of this paper:

1. How can spatial analysis assist GIS?

2. How can GIS assist spatial analysis?

The first of these two questions is the least interesting academically. There are obvious advantages to a GIS in adding spatial analytical capabilities in terms of increasing functionality and meeting a demand for systems that do something beyond storing, retrieving and displaying large amounts of information. There is also a competitive advantage to those systems that are at the forefront of offering spatial analytical capabilities; an advantage that will probably become increasingly important as the GIS market becomes saturated. The first of the four themes at the specialist meeting, Linkages between Spatial Analysis and GIS, explored the technical issues involved in the integration of GIS and spatial analysis.

The second question, we believe, poses a more interesting and challenging task which is to define the advantages to spatial analysis of running spatial analytical routines on a GIS. This question was examined in three areas: Spatial Data Analysis and GIS; pattern Recognition, Complexity, and Data Models; and Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS. The latter discussion involves spatial modeling and GIS and really only scratched the surface of a very detailed topic that should form the basis for a separate NCGIA
Research Initiative. Discussion on the second topic seemed very diffuse, perhaps because of the complex nature of the problem. By far the most coherent of the discussions came under the first topic concerning the integration of spatial data analysis with GIS and much of that discussion was focussed on the topic of exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) and GIS. ESDA seems particularly well-suited to a GIS environment: ESDA can be characterized as "data-hungry" and primarily visual, whereas GIS are "data-rich" and have excellent display capabilities. There are clearly a number of interesting research questions within this topic such as the identification of spatial outliers, the utility of sensitivity analysis and the development of multivariate ESDA routines.

**FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES**

Many of the benefits derived from activities that follow on from the Specialist Meeting are, of course, unmeasurable. The Specialist Meeting brings researchers interested in a topic together, and it is inevitable that both the creative thoughts of individual participants during sessions and the innumerable informal conversations between sessions will lead to both individual and collaborative research. Without soliciting detailed, updated vitae and/or quarterly reports from all participants, the benefits of such fertilization and cross-fertilization will be difficult to evaluate.

Other benefits are more tangible. There are numerous activities in various planning stages that are meant to follow-up on the Specialist Meeting. These include both the individual research activities of the initiative co-leaders and participants, and organizational and publishing activities aimed at a broad group.

Individual research activities include:

1. Developing spatial analytical software for use within a GIS. Examples include Ding and Fotheringham's Spatial Analysis Module (SAM) for ARC/INFO; Anselin's Spacestat; and Xia and Fotheringham's ESDA module for ARC/INFO.
2. Nonparametric tests for pattern detection and its use in GIS.
3. The use of GIS for sensitivity analysis, particularly in examining the modifiable areal unit problem both in statistical analysis and in location/allocation modeling;
4. The development of a language for spatial analysis within a GIS.
5. The development of ESDA routines for multivariate data.

Organizational and publishing activities and objectives include:

1. Publishing an edited collection of selected papers prepared for the Specialist Meeting. Three publishers have expressed an interest in publishing an edited collection of papers from the meeting. We hope to have final details sorted out by the end of June, 1992. There is also the possibility of a special issue of a refereed journal containing papers prepared for the meeting.
2. Organization of special sessions on GIS and Spatial Analysis for the annual meeting of the Regional Science Association in November, 1992. Manfred Fischer has already organized one session for these meetings, and we are exploring the possibility of organizing another.
(3) A summary will be presented at the IGU meetings in August, 1992 to publicize the research agenda to a wider audience. Sessions are also being planned for the RSA meetings in November, 1992, and the ORSA/TIMS meetings in October, 1992.

(4) Organization of a special session on GIS and Spatial Analysis for the annual meeting of the AAG in April, 1993.

(5) Other initiatives have had NATO Advanced Study Institutes as part of their follow-up activity, and this possibility will be investigated for I-14. This could form a useful ‘closure’ for the initiative if held in the summer of 1994.

(6) A newsletter issued approximately twice per year will be coordinated by Art Getis, at San Diego State University. The newsletter will serve to update Specialist Meeting participants and others interested in the initiative on recent initiative activities and ongoing research, as well as to notify people about upcoming organized sessions on I-14-related topics.

(7) Visits by participants [or others interested in the initiative] to the Santa Barbara and Buffalo sites. Both sites have facilities for accommodating researchers wishing to focus on research related to the initiative. Researchers typically spend from a week to a month at a site. Visits to the Center afford the opportunity for an intensive, focused period of research effort, and the opportunity for collaboration with Center members. The Center provides office and secretarial services (and, in some cases, may be able to provide a small stipend to offset expenses.).

(8) A related initiative more focused on spatial modeling is in the planning stages. As noted in the introduction, it was recognized early in the planning process for I-14 that while there was an urgent need to integrate GIS with both spatial modeling and spatial statistics, advances to date, as well as likely short-run advances, would come primarily in the integration of spatial statistics and GIS. Consequently, the attention focus of I-14 was on spatial statistics. A follow-up initiative on both the process of spatial modeling and applications of spatial modeling to the substantive social science areas would complement I-14 very well.
Appendix A: Schedule for the Specialist Meeting

**Wednesday, April 15**

5 - 6:30 PM: Welcoming Reception: The Gazebo Room

**Thursday, April 16**

8:45 - 9:15 AM: Opening Remarks: Marina Ballroom
   *Stewart Fotheringham, Peter Rogerson, Waldo Tobler, Mike Goodchild*

9:15 - 10 AM: Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS
   Speaker: 
   *Trevor Bailey*
   *Department of Mathematical Statistics and Operational Research*
   *University of Exeter*
   “A Review of Statistical Spatial Analysis in Geographical Information Systems”

10 - 10:45 AM: Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS
   Speaker: 
   *Morton O’Kelly*
   *Department of Geography*
   *The Ohio State University*
   “Spatial Analysis and GIS: A Position Paper”

11:15 - 12 noon: Spatial Data Analysis in GIS
   Speaker: 
   *Robert Haining*
   *Department of Geography*
   *University of Sheffield*
   “Designing Spatial Data Analysis Models for Geographical Information Systems”

12:30 - 1:30 PM: Lunch and Discussion

1:45 - 2:30 PM: Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS
   Speaker: 
   *Ian Bracken*
   *Department of City and Regional Planning*
   *University of Wales, Cardiff*
   “A Surface Model Approach to the Representation of Population-Related Social Indicators”
2:30 - 3:15 PM: Pattern Recognition, Complexity, and Data Models  
Speaker: 
Stan Openshaw  
Centre for Urban and Regional Development Studies  
The University of Newcastle upon Tyne  
“Two Exploratory Space-Time-Attribute Pattern Analysers Relevant to GIS”

3:45 - 4:30 PM: Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS  
Speaker: 
Paul Densham  
Department of Geography  
SUNY at Buffalo  
“Integrating GIS and Spatial Modelling: The Role of Visual Interactive Modelling in Location Selection”

4:30 - 5:30 PM: Informal panel discussion with private sector and agency participants

5:30 - 5:45 PM: Discussion of Friday's activities

**Friday, April 17**

9 - 10:45 AM: Working groups (See accompanying page for assignments):  
• Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS:  
• Spatial Data Analysis in GIS:  
• Pattern Recognition, Complexity, and Data Models:  
• Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS:

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM: Continuation of working groups

12:30 - 1:30 PM: Lunch and discussion

2 - 3:15 PM: Presentation of working groups' findings: Marina Ballroom

3:30 - 5:00 PM: Continuation of presentation of working groups' findings and discussion of groups for Saturday
Saturday, April 18

9 - 10:45 AM: Working groups (same as Friday):

11:15 AM - 12:15 PM: Continuation of working groups

12:30 - 1:30 PM: Lunch and discussion

2 - 3:15 PM: Presentation of working groups' findings: Marina Ballroom

3:45 - 5:30 PM: Continuation of presentation of working groups' findings and wrap-up

Working Group Assignments for Friday, April 17

Assignments to working groups were made only for academic participants. Agency and private sector participants were free to attend the working group(s) of their choice.

• Linkages Between Spatial Analysis and GIS
  Trevor Bailey
  Mike Goodchild
  Morton O'Kelly
  Gerard Rushton

• Spatial Data Analysis in GIS
  Ayse Can
  Robin Dubin
  Noel Cressie
  Tony Gatrell
  Art Getis
  Robert Haining

• Pattern Recognition, Complexity, and Data Models
  Mike Batty
  Manfred Fischer
  Stan Openshaw
  Waldo Tobler
  Roger White

• Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS
  Ian Bracken
  Paul Densham
  Robin Flowerdew
  Paul Longley
  Bill Macmillan
  Bruce Ralston
Appendix B: Abstracts of Papers Prepared for the Specialist Meeting

A Review of Statistical Spatial Analysis in Geographical Information Systems†

Trevor C. Bailey
Department of Mathematical Statistics and Operational Research
University of Exeter

Two constantly recurring themes in the GIS literature are on the one hand, the potential that GIS technology should afford for more easily accessible and more sophisticated analysis of spatially referenced data; and on the other, the limited functionality of the standard analysis options provided in many commercial GIS packages and their inadequacy for research in many disciplines. This gap between what one feels the technology should be able to provide in the way of analysis and what is actually on offer has become something of a cliché. This paper is a review of the potential that exists and the progress that has been made, in exploiting the capability of GIS in the statistical analysis of spatial data. The paper identifies eight groups of statistical spatial analysis methods considered to be those that are most generally useful in relation to GIS. The potential benefits of close linkage between each of these groups and GIS are then analyzed in detail, together with the progress that has been made towards realizing such benefits. Notwithstanding several recent research initiatives, it is concluded that many of the potential benefits remain to be exploited. Various reasons which may account for this are analyzed and possible directions for developments in this area are suggested.

Urban Models in Computer-Graphic and Geographic Information System Environments†

Michael Batty
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, and Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo

Geographic information systems (GIS) are beginning to have an impact not only upon the ways in which decision and policy problems are resolved but also on the ways analysts and model-builders can articulate and communicate their intellectual understanding of spatial systems. Because the wave of interest in GIS is so great, serious attempts are now being made to couple such systems to a diverse set of spatial-analytic models and methods which hitherto have been developed without such systems in mind. GISs are in fact just one from a wider set of techniques which enable the development of tools for visualization and in this paper, we will describe one such development within which traditional urban models can be extended and made more relevant to policy makers.

We begin by sketching the context to such work, outlining the important issues involved in visualization in this domain. We first define the elements of such visualization in terms of the model-based processes which characterize applications, emphasizing data exploration, model calibration, prediction and prescription; and then we concentrate these processes through model inputs, outputs and causal structures illustrating the operation of various model sectors in terms of different modes of spatial statistical and graphic analysis. These ideas are implemented through windowing systems which mix text, numerics and graphics.

† Indicates abstract written by the original author of the paper. Other abstracts were prepared by the editors of the Technical Report.
We then illustrate some of these ideas with an elementary model of residential location and show a typical run of the model in terms of its operation in a UNIX environment which we access through proprietary windows-based software. This enables us to intelligently discuss the problems of linking conventional model-based techniques to graphic software in general, GIS in particular. This approach is currently being extended to a model of the Buffalo-Niagara region and the paper concludes with a sketch for future work.

A Surface Model Approach to the Representation of Population-Related Social Indicators

Ian Bracken
Department of City and Regional Planning
University of Wales, Cardiff

In his paper, Bracken addresses the problems associated with the analysis of data collected for geographic regions by developing a surface model to represent the data. The intent of the model is to represent population and other related variables “using a structure which is independent of the peculiar and unique characteristics of the actual spatial enumeration”. Bracken's specific aim is to transform both zone-based and point-based data into “something approaching a continuous surface”. Ultimately, he ends up with data that are mapped onto a fine and variable resolution grid. He achieves this by estimating the population of cell as a weighted average of the recorded populations at points j, where the weights are determined by the strength of the connection between cell i and point j. Weights are determined by a distance decay function, with weights outside a given distance set equal to zero. Bracken's principal objectives are to “provide a form of data representation that is inherently more suitable to the display, manipulation, and portrayal of socioeconomic information”, and to facilitate the integration and analysis of multiple sources and types of data by using a common geographical structure.

Computation of Spatial Autocorrelation Statistics Using a Topological Vector Data Model

Ayse Can
Department of Geography
Syracuse University

There have been recent efforts at interfacing GIS with external software as a means for increasing the analytical capabilities for the specific needs of the user. This development has been facilitated by increasing computational and storage capacities, as well as an increasing availability of software on a variety of hardware platforms. This paper considers how the ARC/INFO data model can be used to construct two types of commonly used weight matrices and then uses these in the computation of two spatial autocorrelation statistics, namely Moran’s I and Geary’s C. This is accomplished by interfacing ARC/INFO's data structure with an algorithm written in C programming language. This algorithm can be used as either a stand-alone program or can be executed from within ARC/INFO using the macro developed.
Multivariate Spatial Statistics in a GIS†

Noel Cressie & Jeffrey D. Helterbrand
Department of Statistics
Iowa State University

One of the strengths of a geographic information system (GIS) is its capability to handle multiple layers of information through common georeferencing. Thus, statistical methods that are both multivariate and spatial should, along with the GIS, be an integral part of the “analysis engine” that interfaces between multivariate spatial data and spatial models. This paper presents methods for multivariate spatial prediction, multivariate spatial modeling, and multivariate spatial data analysis.

Integrating GIS and Spatial Modeling: the Role of Visual Interactive Modeling in Location Selection

Paul Densham
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, and Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo

Densham’s paper focuses explicitly upon the integration of GIS and spatial models. He begins by defining integration from the programmer’s perspective, the user’s perspective, and a conceptual perspective. He then describes and evaluates five location analysis software systems from these perspectives. Densham notes that in all of the systems, “data is transferred via files rather than data structures in RAM” and that “[u]ltimately, this characteristic is the Achilles heel of these systems because it constrains the form of human-computer interaction which can be supported.” In particular, it limits the potential for visual interactive modeling. Visual interactive modeling affords the capability of linked, complementary model representations and manipulation (e.g., simultaneous portrayal and updating of map, graphical, and tabular representations).

The Integration of Spatial Analysis and GIS†

Yuemin Ding & A. Stewart Fotheringham
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, and Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo

It is widely expected that future GISs will have increased analytical capabilities that will take them beyond being efficient display and database management devices. Several attempts have already been made to link existing analytical software to various GISs. However, a problem with all of these attempts is that the user is forced to switch back and forth between the GIS operating environment and the analytical software. In this paper we present a Statistical Analysis Module, SAM, that runs totally within the operating environment of a GIS and utilizes a command structure that makes running the package transparent to the user of the GIS. We believe that the development of this module is an important step in linking spatial analysis with GIS technology.
Estimating Correlograms: A Monte Carlo Study

Robin A. Dubin  
Department of Economics  
Case Western Reserve University

In analyzing data that is spatially arrayed, it is often necessary to measure the correlations that occur between the observations. These correlations may be summarized by a correlogram, which expresses the correlation between two observations as a function of the distance separating them. The parameters of the correlogram are generally unknown and must be estimated. In this paper the effectiveness of three methods of correlogram estimation, traditional, Maximum Likelihood, and Generalized Least Squares are examined through the use of Monte Carlo experiments. Spatially autocorrelated data was simulated and used with each of the three techniques to estimate the parameters of the correlogram. Because the parameters of the correlogram are known, the effectiveness of each of the estimation techniques can be assessed, with the estimations gained from the maximum likelihood method providing the most reliable results.

Expert Systems and Artificial Neural Networks for Spatial Analysis and Modeling: Essential Components for Knowledge-Based Geographical Information Systems

Manfred M. Fischer  
Department of Social and Economic Geography  
Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration

This paper addresses three major deficiencies of current geographic information systems: the logical foundation based on the classical concept of Boolean logic and classical set theory; the limited analytical functionality; and the low level of intelligence in terms of knowledge representation. The removal of these three areas of deficiency is crucial to the further development of GIS into knowledge-based systems. Two major components of these improved systems are rule-based expert systems and artificial neural networks for spatial analysis and modeling. The paper then summarizes the expert system approach, and emphasizes the characteristics and principles of neurocomputing. The paper concludes with some potential applications of artificial neural networks and their importance to knowledge based geographical information systems.

Areal Interpolation and Types of Data†

Robin Flowerdew & Mick Green  
North West Regional Research Laboratory  
Lancaster University

Incompatibility between the areal units for which data are available frequently obstructs the analysis of spatial data. It can be overcome by interpolating the data from one set of zones to another. It should be remembered that the interpolated figures have some degree of error attached to them, which will affect the reliability of any subsequent analysis. Obviously, other things being equal, the better method used for interpolation, the more reliable the results of the analysis. A number of approaches can be taken to the interpolation problem, and this paper is based mainly on methods developed to take advantage of other information that may be available and relevant to the problem. The type of method that is appropriate depends on the nature of the data and the probability model assumed to have generated it. This paper attempts to outline the methods that can be used for some different types of data.
Problems in Spatial Analysis from a GIS Perspective†

A. Stewart Fotheringham & Peter A. Rogerson
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, and Department of Geography
State University of New York at Buffalo

Increasingly, methods of spatial analysis are being integrated within geographic information systems. As this integration occurs, it is important to ensure that (i) users of GIS recognize the limitations of spatial analysis, (ii) researchers continue to work on removing the existing impediments to accurate spatial analysis, and (iii) developers of GIS consider these limitations. In this paper, we discuss nine general impediments that arise in spatial analyses that span a diverse range of substantive applications. Geographic information systems offer not only the opportunity to integrate various methods of spatial analysis, but also the chance to learn more about the underlying impediments.

Spatial Point Process Modeling in a Geographical Information Systems Environment†

Anthony Gatrell
North West Regional Research Laboratory
Lancaster University

This paper describes two possible approaches to the problem of embedding statistical spatial analysis functionality into a GIS environment. The first is to link a proprietary GIS to user supplied FORTRAN programs and (if required) to other proprietary software products. The second approach is to develop new spatial analysis routines within a statistical programming environment. Both approaches have been motivated by applications in geographical epidemiology, with the main emphasis in the current research program on spatial point process modeling. For instance, we might seek to describe the spatial structure of a point pattern and then to fit a statistical model to a distribution of points, as a means of testing and explicit hypothesis. Empirical work on these problems is possible in Britain because much disease data is routinely available as a set of point events.

Some Thoughts on Developing “Proximal” Data Bases

Arthur Getis
Department of Geography
San Diego State University

The solution to spatial problems in a geographic information systems environment inevitably must be based on the special character of spatial data. In recent years there have been several works concerning the attention that must be given to the spatial data if they are to be used in the analysis. This paper outlines a procedure that would enhance the capability of a GIS to display and identify spatial heteroskedasticity, and in particular spatial dependency. This is achieved by extending data bases to include statistical information about spatial units in the vicinity of the spatial unit, and in so doing extending the view of space to include both “site” and “situational” characteristics and their interactions.
Spatial Analysis with GIS: Problems and Prospects†

Michael F. Goodchild
National Center for Geographical Information and Analysis
University of California, Santa Barbara

In principle, GIS provides an ideal platform for supporting a wide range of analyses using geographic data. In practice, the linkage of GIS with analysis is impeded by numerous factors, and has been more successful in some fields than in others. This paper looks at the problems of integrating GIS with analysis in general, and at the prospects for greater in the future.

The paper presents a broadly based classification of methods of spatial analysis. Efficient support of any class requires that the appropriate data model be recognized by the GIS. In some cases, methods of analysis are written for continuous space, without explicit discretization, and thus cannot be implemented intact. Many methods of spatial analysis require a data model that abstracts space to a simple matrix of interactions between objects; the paper discusses the implications of simple ‘hooks’. In other cases, the data model required to support analysis includes features such as time, or the vertical dimension, that are not commonly available in current GIS.

Designing Spatial Data Analysis Modules For Geographical Information Systems

Robert Haining
Department of Geography
University of Sheffield

The paper begins by subdividing spatial analysis into three components: statistical spatial data analysis (SDA); map-based analysis; and mathematical modeling. The paper then concentrates on the integration of SDA and GIS which it is argued is necessary if GIS is to develop into a universal geographic tool. With the aid of an empirical example based on intra-urban mortality rates, the paper examines the following six questions that arise if a linkage between SDA and GIS is to take place successfully:

1. What types of data can be held in a GIS?
2. What classes of questions can be asked of such data?
3. What forms of SDA are available for tackling these questions?
4. What minimum set of SDA tools are needed to support a coherent program of SDA?
5. What are the fundamental operations needed to support these tools?
6. Can the existing functionality within GIS support these fundamental operations?

An Analysis of Changing Local Taxation Regimes Using a Street-Level Database†

Gary Higgs, Paul Longley & David Martin
Wales and South West Regional Research Laboratory
University of Wales, Cardiff

The UK has experienced different local taxation regimes in each of the last three financial years, namely the property-based household rates; the personal community charge or ‘poll tax’, and the hybrid personal community charge with neighborhood ‘transitional relief’. In this paper we examine the impact of these changing policies in the Inner Areas of the City of Cardiff, highlighting the importance of historical rateable values and household sizes. Using a purpose-built street-level database, the implications of the different taxation systems are examined at increasingly
detailed geographic scales, and the complexity of their impact is illustrated. The results are compared to previous studies of intra-urban transference of the burden of taxation in the British Isles. The inappropriate nature of the neighborhood areas used for transitional relief allowances are highlighted in this analysis.

**Optimization Modeling in a GIS Framework: The Problem of Political Redistricting**

*W. Macmillan & T. Pierce*
*School of Geography*
*University of Oxford*

Advances in computing, as had earlier advances in mathematical modeling from a geographic perspective, promised much but delivered relatively little. This is in part due to the limited mathematical modeling in contemporary geographical information systems. This paper addresses the need for the expanding or rebuilding of these models in a GIS framework. It explores one of a number of related attempts to introduce optimization models, used prescriptively, into the GIS framework for the issue of congressional redistricting in the USA.

This paper describes part of the work involved in the development of a set of active redistricting algorithms based on mathematical optimization models and their operationalization as TransCAD procedures. Some of these algorithms utilize NAG routines but it is argued that the mathematically interesting features of the redistricting problem make it desirable to use non-standard algorithms. In particular, a simulated annealing approach is described which appears to be successful in circumventing the difficulties inherent in the structure of the redistricting problem, with reference to one application using the ANNEAL algorithm. A prototype redistricting decision support system using TransCAD-ANNEAL and present limitations of the algorithm is then considered.

**Spatial Analysis and GIS: A Position Paper**

*Morton O'Kelly*
*Department of Geography*
*Ohio State University*

This paper addresses two major issues in the integration of GIS and spatial analytic methods. One is the need to overhaul the traditional methods of displaying data and presenting results in the light of new technology. The other is the recognition that users of a GIS with expanded capabilities in terms of spatial analysis will probably be relatively poorly trained in the use of such methods. Some sort of guidance in their use will therefore be advantageous if we are to fully exploit the power of the integration and not simply allow increased abuse of spatial analysis.

By addressing both of these issues we can ensure that the integration of spatial analysis and GIS produces benefits to both components and not simply to the GIS. These two advantages are demonstrated in a variety of spatial analytic methods including space-time pattern recognition in point data sets; spatial interaction; spatial autocorrelation; and spatial situation variable measurement.

**Two Exploratory Space-Time-Attribute Pattern Analysers Relevant to GIS**
Stan Openshaw  
CURDS  
University of Newcastle

In his paper Openshaw contends that exploratory methods of spatial analysis need to be given greater emphasis. He focuses specifically upon arguing the need for pattern detectors that are (1) not scale specific, (2) highly automated, and (3) have the flexibility of including human knowledge. Openshaw categorizes the types of information contained in a GIS database into (1) geographic information, (2) temporal information, and (3) attribute information. He argues that previous attempts to find spatial pattern, temporal pattern, space-time interaction, and clusters of highly correlated attributes are too limited, and that all three should be viewed simultaneously in “tri-space”. Openshaw offers two types of pattern analyzers—the first is an algorithm based upon grid search and Monte Carlo significance tests, and the second involves the genetic evolution of pattern detectors through the survival of good detectors and the death or weeding out of poor ones. Openshaw demonstrates the approaches through an application to crime pattern detection. He concludes by reiterating the need for methods that explore GIS databases in a way that allows such activity to be “fluid, creative, and artistic”, and in a way that stimulates “the user's imagination and intuitive powers”.

Object Oriented Spatial Analysis†

Bruce A. Ralston  
Department of Geography  
University of Tennessee

Geographic information systems are powerful tools, but their power is in many ways limited. There are many tools of spatial analysis which, at present, are difficult to use in a GIS. We present an approach which facilitates the integration of spatial analysis tools with GIS packages, and which can be adapted to a large number of spatial analysis procedures. The basic paradigm used is that of object oriented analysis. We use an object oriented programming language, C++, to develop a set of classes and procedures for handling models of spatial processes which require the formulation of some type of matrix. We then apply these tools to a set of increasingly complex optimization problems. The OOP approach allows us to concentrate more on the relationships between spatial entities than on how the computer code should process those entities. We end by outlining how an applications generating program could be used to construct the necessary child classes and relationships so that building spatial models in a GIS would be much easier than it is at present.
Spatial Models and GIS in Designing and Managing Emergency Response Systems

Gerard Rushton
Department of Geography
San Diego State University

This paper compares present literature concerning the design and management of an emergency response system from both a GIS and a spatial analytical viewpoint. GIS tend to improve decision making from an organizational systems perspective, with the view that the better the information, the better the decision. The spatial analyst’s approach uses mathematical analysis to make better decisions, with collaboration with the appropriate party to collect data at the appropriate level of aggregation, then employing the correct methodology to obtain a solution. This paper suggests that the future lies in a hybrid of the two approaches, combining the information richness of the GIS with the analytical depth of spatial analysis, as long as a way can be found around the restricting entrenched cultures of the two camps.

Global Analysis

Waldo Tobler
National Center for Geographical and Information Analysis
University of California, Santa Barbara

Both the spatial analysis and GIS literature concentrates on local and not global problem solving. This flat earth attitude is perpetuated in the methods of geometry and statistics that still pervade the educational system. This paper suggests that what is needed, especially with the advent of GIS, is a rethinking of the techniques and attitudes of statistics and spatial modeling, incorporating a more spherical approach. There is also a need for GIS to deal with and display spherical data, combined with an Exploratory Global Analysis and Display system for a more evolved ‘world-wide’ outlook.

Cellular Dynamics and GIS : Modeling Spatial Complexity†

Roger White and Guy Engelen
Department of Geography
Memorial University of Newfoundland

Both observation and theory support the view that spatial complexity is a necessary feature of many systems, and that far from representing mere randomness, it constitutes the real, information-rich order inherent in these systems. Cellular automata are developed to model the dynamics of spatially complex systems. The approach permits an increase of several orders of magnitude in the spatial resolution of dynamic models when compared to traditional techniques for modeling regional dynamics, and thus permits modeling to address the issues of spatial complexity directly. The cellular approach is illustrated in two-models - an urban land use model which is purely cellular, and a model of a Caribbean island which combines cellular and traditional techniques. Since the models require large quantities of data with high spatial resolution, the full power of the cellular technique can only be realized when the models are integrated with a GIS. More generally, cellular automata have the potential for converting a GIS into a dynamic modeling tool.
Appendix C: Transcript of Discussions, Working Group on Locational Analysis and Planning Applications with GIS

Paul Longley - Looking at redistributional consequences of local revenue raising regimes. Looking at the geography of property tax systems, with considerations to the socio-economic characteristics of each of the areas. He is interested in the emergent pattern of gainers versus losers under the different regimes. At the moment there is a backlash against the community charge, with the government attempting to bail out those who lost the most. However this has been done using arbitrary community designations. The geography of built form has been replaced by a geography of population (which forms the basis of revenue raising). However this system has not produced any patterns as such because of the arbitrary use of boundaries. This means that any future tax regime problematic as everyone has a favorite regime based on arbitrarily chosen areas.

*: This shows a problem with integrating different data sources.

This was the first time someone attempted to use the register of electors with the property tax register. No-one has discussed the problems caused by the different socio-economic effects of both regimes.

*: A GIS would be useful if it could integrate different sources of data.

In the UK, the private sector uses Pinpoint Data Analysis. This is digitized to the scale of every address. The Cardiff City Council bought it, but elected not to use it because of the amount of errors.

*: What methods are available for putting different geographically scaled data together?

(Flowerdew) Goodchild did some work on merging one scale with another in a GIS. He had set areal units, used polygon overlay by proportioning (if one overlaps another polygon by 15% then presume 15% of the population is captured within that area).

(Bracken) In UK, it's a messy job; there's no consistency with the Census because of the attempts to even out the work loads of the enumerators. The population also changes. The Census areas rest reasonably well with the local government areas. All the different services have different zonal areas, e.g., the Police). The post codes (which provide a lot of useful information) do not have defined boundaries as such.

The post code is attached to a national file grid reference which is accurate to approximately 100m. The grid reference is taken from the most extreme NW or SW address on the delivery strip. The Pinpoint Data set has 1m accuracy of every address. But, as said before, the data set is full of errors. The census files also contain a lot of errors.

*: How are errors dealt with?

An important tool in a GIS is linking data. Error identification is important. It is a complex and serious issue. But how do you approach a checklist of spatial errors?

(Ralston) Should we decide on an agenda for GIS development, whether it should be aimed at vendors, developing systems that will sit on the top of present systems, or should we aim at the end users who may or may not have a masters degree?
(Bracken) What is our position as academics? Should we concern ourselves with policy decisions, or should we concentrate on the research and let others use it? There are a lot of people who can't use present systems; does this mean the systems should be simpler—easier to use—but is that our role? Should we be more frontier like? Should we be researching more efficient algorithms?

(Longley) We should attempt to understand each others' experiences and attempt to understand whether GIS is adjunct, and integral part or just a trendy repackaging of what we have always been using.

(Macmillan) In reference to Openshaw's paper, we should sit down and put the spatial interaction model into the GIS. GMAP started to do this but moved outside the academic community.

(Densham) The problem with the presentations was that they were still thinking about GIS and models as being separate. Instead we need to bring them together. Need to start to think about 'pipes' of data.

(Ralston) Think of objects of data - what kinds of interactions are relevant and what information is needed to be known about them, and how one changes the other.

(Flowerdew) What is the difference between objects and data?

(Ralston) Objects have operations associated with them. The need is to try and merge the data and the operation together.

(Bracken) What can we learn from other fields which have gone through this process whereby information is pushed around? Are these problems unique to just spatial situations?

(Densham) In the business area, they just look at spreadsheets. They just consider the relationship between data, but not in a spatial context. When we think about spatial representation, tabular information doesn't help. Management science is not into object oriented programming because of other problems (not spatial).

(Ralston) They are also just interested in efficiency, they want to make things faster.

(Densham) They have no concept about errors of data aggregation (they tend to use census tract data). They are very good modelers who have no idea of the other problems involved.

(Bracken) In one rural project, a lot of information was digitized using SPANS. This produced maps and tables which added 8 decimal places. People looked at this, saw the amount of digital places, and commented on how accurate it must be although they were probably digitized from crumpled maps. After all you can't argue with figures.

Does this mean there is more responsibility on us to identify and solve these kinds of problems?

(Macmillan) The standards issue—the academic community needs to present standards.

(Flowerdew) Is there any systematic error in the system. Are biases and characteristics present?

(Macmillan) Should we be looking at the systems, like Transcad, with a more open architecture, to see how we can use and modify them? Should we work more closely with the vendors.
(Ralston) Should we build a research agenda of when not to buy a system? We don't need all these extra details, they get in the way of people learning the system (Information overload, confusion etc.)

(Macmillan) ARC/INFO was so complex that it had a very long learning curve. Now it's packaging only small elements of the overall system.

*: But when should some of these tools be used? This technique should be used when.....

(Longley) In what applications does a GIS provide a better tool than exploratory data analysis?

(Densham) The big role for GIS is in visualization.

(Longley) Then are we in a transitory phase? We look at it then get in with our models as before.

(Densham) We are at the start and we need to get through today's GIS to get to a better stage.

(Macmillan) The problem is we don't have common elements.

(Longley) MAUP is one—the range of scale and aggregation effects.

(Bracken) Are there other common problems?

(Macmillan) But we don't get to see these problems until we're well into a specialized problem.

(Densham) What is common is model management. How can people get into and use models easily.

(Ralston) An object oriented approach would write a set of codes that would incorporate a lot of models.

(Densham) About half a dozen data structures can support most models. Then need to define the data structures so as they can incorporate visualization.

(Ralston) There should be two different emphases. Should be spatial statisticians and spatial modelers.

(Flowerdew) Are they deterministic rather than stochastic?

(Macmillan) Yes. the difference between inductive work and inference. I have a very theory down approach, avoiding data whenever possible. GIS gives me a way of having to address data. There may be errors, but still be better off than just theory. Other people have just data and try and squeeze some theory out of it.

(Densham) Many kinds of tools are available. You can give them a choice of 1 out of 4 options, giving a purely intuitive approach. Now can give them the ability to do 'what-if' scenarios but within a theory driven framework.

(Macmillan) There must be a core of techniques that can stimulate ideas without worrying too much about errors. Should not worry too much about individual parameters or the error attached to them, just see them as a guide.
Personal Agendas

(Bracken) Data linking—transforming social data into raster. Know something about the errors involved, then integrate into RS data for urban areas to model social data. Trying to refine knowledge about how data sheds light on processes and change. It doesn’t need a GIS. It has GIS implications but not GIS based research.

(Macmillan) Why do I need GIS? For respectability. I’m interested in theories and models. Such spatial data may be useful. There is a need to disguise models from the user. It’s a presentation issue, to be user friendly but have the correct guts. It will breathe some life into evaluation methods of SIM and SEM. At the moment I’m interested in integrated dynamic modeling with GIS. For grand urban transportation models—it would provide an all seeing all dancing version. Large scale systems approach urban models—only when you see the whole thing can you see what’s going on. GIS provides the tool where we can address issues in ways marginally better than now. Don’t have to get optimum routines. It is a means of explanatory modeling. Like a ‘grown-up’ version of SIM CITY. There are data problems, but we still get a better feel for what’s going on. It’s a way of clarifying your assumptions. (Not an end in itself but a means to an end). With STELLA, when you operationalize it you realize there are gaps, but it makes you have to think in more sensible ways. We now have good theory giving good models but without the technical means to implement them. We are still playing, but there is some constructive purpose—needs more than high tech veneer, it can make for more sensible ways of thinking.

(Ralston) How to get the tools operational to make it easier for decision makers. I believe an object oriented approach gives a way of putting together the software which would allow such ‘model-based management’. I would also put data in. Need sophisticated users who would think more about spatial problems and less about writing code. Then academics can adapt the private sector stuff.

(Densham) GIS allows to move from paper to a completely digital environment in order to solve models. Is there any benefit to be gained from going digital? It’s quicker and more efficient, but it has other potentials as well. We now have these abilities; data management and display, and how to integrate them.

(Ralston) How can we use the users’ expertise? We need integrated systems. We need to know why they don’t like something.

(Macmillan) The user needs to know about some of the potential problems, in case they become hooked up in a local optimum.

(Flowerdew) There is an areal interpolation problem. Originally hoped that a set of software would be developed whereby routines could be tagged onto something like ARC/INFO so the user can have some idea about the problems of areal interpolations. Using GIS for emergency planning. Interests in geo-demographics—especially clustering. These aspects are linked to GIS—especially visualization. Interested in the MAUP (and the development of social indexes and scales). Also, the local denominator problem—to pick places at the worse social scale—if you use the finest resolution. MAUP and SIM get different solutions according to scale. Look at models at different scales. Functional distance measure at different scales. Not really in GIS. Statistical analysis—incorporating K functions into GIS as separate add ons. Extending this to space time clustering. Present GIS are woefully inadequate in straightforward statistical analysis. Even straightforward simple things. Need vendors to have more simple techniques—don’t need to concentrate so much on high level techniques (K function etc.) when can’t do the simple things.
Saturday

Operational Research Facilities

Three Broad Areas:

a: Optimization—any problem that can be put into optimization form (e.g., LA, economic equilibrium —these are descriptive rather than predictive)

b: Stochastic process

c: Simulation

Q: Is applied OR our focus?

(Macmillan) Should be looking at overall context — incremental advances. What sort of partnerships should we forge—OR vendors or GIS vendors?

(Flowerdew) We could talk about the different types of OR models and how they can fit into GIS.

(Macmillan) Should we have generic optimization routines or should there be separate tools for separate problems.

Generic Optimization - take LA problems, they have generic routines for all—but less efficient than having 1 routine for each data set.

But may want to have a suite of routines. May want to use code for SIM or other model.

Q: How do you nest data in a hierarchical way?

All sorts of OR and GIS available, therefore problem could be in bringing these softwares together—you can get somewhere but then get frustrated. Then have to break into the code to do what you want to do because of spatial problems like contiguity checks.

One problem is that most OR are written in Fortran and these don’t allow for dynamic arrays.

(Ralston) Should talk about solution techniques not formulations. Users have real problems with formulation techniques.

There are a lot of cases where we know what the problems are but we have no idea at how to take the database and generate the correct files. Need to ask questions (or partial questions) to generate code stubs which makes the code writing easier.

Need to focus on the ‘art’ rather than the ‘science’ of OR.

(Macmillan) If we had an OR library underneath the GIS, we could make use of the library by an interface. STELLA—has pipes and tools—you put all the links together in the way you want—it tells you about the difference equations, but won’t run if not logically approached.

(Flowerdew) So we need code that will generate a set of prescriptions.
(Ralston) If we treat as object oriented programming. There is a matrix, the coefficients are functions of how the columns and rows interact. Each has its own property. 
* e.g., May have a row with a demand node. Look at the column (virtual functions) and then row—see if there is an interaction between the two—then, if not, return 0 as the coefficient. If get a link, with a point that has demand—you get a value. This generates the matrix. The user has to worry about how the links correspond to the demand nodes. Need to have some knowledge about the constraints, and what the variables are. To generate new demand, need new column, don't have to re-write the code.

Every row has a right hand side (float) and a direction (character). Then have a function called a ‘constructor’. Take as an argument either node pointer, link pointer and polygon (all in rows).

(Macmillan) Is this a way for people who don’t have an algebraic understanding to solve the problem?

(Ralston) No. For complex problems you use the same structure; just redefine the spatial primitives.

(Ralston) Should we give examples of how powerful object oriented programs are?

(Bracken) Need to get two types of data into the same system —more than an overlay—need to sample one with reference to the other. At the moment no GIS does that. Need to formulate some rules. Use the properties of one data structure to structure another. Need a set of rules for data manipulation.

(Macmillan) Could look at what has been done already. Might be useful to distinguish between discrete and continuous optimizing problems.

(Bracken) Modeling—put census data onto a regular grid. Could try to vary the size of the cells—to get a homogenous number of people per cell. At the moment don’t know how to do this.

Cells in forms of cartograms in response to the size of data. The objective—in a visual way—want to represent data in a more meaningful way—don’t see it as an analytical problem. How will the application generator help me? (like the American districting problem)

(Macmillan) The districting problem is messy because it is highly convex. May find that the algorithms are increasingly not suited to the solutions we need.

(Flowerdew) Some look for what are the best algorithms of what they have, the most efficient.

(Macmillan) Very problem specific—don’t know of the global optimum. Can judge algorithms by how quickly they converge. If non-convex don’t know how close you are to the solution. Often don’t have bounds on an objective function. Therefore don’t have any method to compare different algorithms.

(Ralston) Application generators. Flexible way of dealing with the density estimation—controlling of geography in optimization. Spatial data optimization. There is a whole class of optimization that is needed to be solved.
• spatial
• statistical
• then consider how to incorporate into a GIS.
Can use optimization in whole host of areas. Therefore need optimization routines (either 1 for each problem, a library of routines, or a ‘jumbo all-encompassing’ routine.)

Application generator part of the package.
Connection - data restructuring.
How to move towards optimization in GIS. Lots of problems, can’t conceive of objective function (don’t know how to interrelate). Mechanism needs to be set in more exploratory framework.

(Macmillan) Problems that revolve around ‘what-if’ situations in the real world. GIS offers way of exploring ideas rather than just data.

(Flowerdew) Are there any characterizations of simulations? Is there a distinction between spatial and non-spatial simulations?

(Macmillan) At the moment basically everything is aspatial simulation. Do for every point then hook them all up. STELLA—when the problem gets complex spatially as well as temporally then it loses its ability to give insights.

(Bracken) Maybe give more emphasis to GIS with just an interpretive role and not ‘all singing all dancing’. GIS may help people think more spatially, e.g., banks just use OR cost-benefit analysis, no spatial impact. Economists are starting to become more spatially oriented—they have 3 regions sometimes.

(Ralston) Are we using tools in GIS correctly? Misuse of OR. Data quality may not be as important. Should be exploring rather than coming up with answers. Can always warn people to problems that may accompany the answer. May give a range of values and say try again. Could try and inhibit people from stupid things ‘Gentle Policing’.

(Bracken) Would policing stop exploration? There are a whole set of issues about sensitivity analysis.

(Macmillan) Optimization and statistics. If want to do least squares, would it be beneficial to access a quadratic algorithm that could be used in other areas— or do you want one specific algorithm? Scale and algorithm effects—ability to insert certain criteria in the data manipulation you’re dealing with.

Connection between dynamic simulation and GIS.
Dynamic simulation doesn’t work well over space.

(Macmillan) We may be able to overcome this now we are starting to parallel program, which will eventually change we model, with a movement away from linear algorithms. Have a parallel problem with simulation rather than optimization.
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